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Emotional Intelligence Have your emotions been controlling you lately? Do you feel like there is

nothing you can do? Do you feel hopeless? Have you ever wanted to be better? Do you struggle

with communication? Are you always hiding your feelings and unsure on how to express them?

Have you ever wondered what emotional intelligence was? If you answered yes to any of these

questions then this book is for you.This book will give you experiences, and examples to better suite

your needs. This book will become more than a helpful guide, but soon will become your

self-awakening. Once you can control and express your emotions, then the concept of happiness

becomes more obtainable.This book will include step-by-step instructions and the how toâ€™s along

the way.Law Of AttractionThis book contains proven steps and strategies on how to use

Visualization techniques properly and effectively to achieve the success you want. More and more

people have watched the movie titled, â€œThe Secretâ€•, and want to know more about the Law of

Attraction. Many people want to learn how to improve or change their life. Other people have heard

about Law of Attraction, but they have no idea about what it is or about how it will be able to

influence their lives.But there is way more to the Law of Attraction as compared to feeling gratitude

and just visualizing what you want. Gratitude and visualizing has a big role to play in attracting good

to you. However, there are many other facets within yourself that need to be conquered before even

starting to think about attracting anything and keeping what you attracted for that matterAre you

tired of being stuck where you are?Are you ready to make that change by using Law of attraction to

get what you always dreamed of?Positive Thinking It has long been studied by psychologists and

scientists that the powers of your thoughts affect your health, your mental abilities, and your

emotional well-being. People that think positively actively anticipate good health, success, and

happiness. Positive thinking helps people to overcome adversity, strengthen their faith, and

transition through change with reduced stress levels.This book will go in depth into the optimal ways

of changing your thought patterns that will help you develop your positivity, optimism and happiness.

The way we feel about the stumbles and jumbles in our lives comes from our personal perception of

what is happening in the world around us. The filter of perception is our thought habits. Your

thoughts are in your power so take charge and command. You only have control of today, let go of

the past and Start living life now!Are you ready to make that change?Tired of not being unhappy

and falling back to the old pattern?Visualization This book contains proven steps and strategies on

how to create your dream life and manifest abundance, creativity and success. Everyone deserves

success; we all want to be great. We want to be recognized when we attend conferences and

perhaps a better handshake will do but it all starts with your self-image and what you said to



yourself every dayThis book will guide you on how to discover who you are, how to market your

personal brand professionally, learning to let go in order to bring in others, understanding your

enemies, when you are self-sabotaging yourself and much more.Success in life starts when we

know whoÂ we are and what is there in store for us. It is, therefore, critical that we start building

ourselves and delivering nothing else but qualityAre you ready to make that change and visualize

for greater future?Take Action Today and Create a Great Life! Success is yours for the taking! Click

the "Buy now with 1-Click" to the right and get this short guide immediately
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After reading the book I can state that this guide is perfect for those who are struggling of chasing

success in vain. This guideline is full of really helpful tips on how we can manifest abundance,

creativity and success. I can recommend it to everyone because these proven steps and strategies

can change our lives.

I like that Kellie encourages a positive and happy mindset with her collection of books. The Mindset

books have really helped me a lot especially at this time as I am going through a lot with my



personal life. I am bugged by constant problems and sometimes feel that I cannot survive another

day. This book has encouraged and inspired me.

Great collection of books for positive mindset and thinking! Really helped me stay focused on the

good thing in life and on my goals! I found my favorite to be the first one "Thinking positive daily" as

it was the most impactful to me.

I enjoyed reading this books.This is a book with essential information for a person who wants to

succeed in life.This is a book that can really change your life.Enjoyed it thoroughly. Highly

recommend it.

This set of book was really helpful for me as an individual. I want a personal development on myself

and improve and be a better person. The book was informative and detailed and I have enjoyed

learning while reading.
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